With companies like VRBO and Airbnb redefining the way we travel, it has never been more critical for hotels to beef up the basics—and we’re not talking about thread counts and free Wi-Fi. These days, how well we eat and drink is as important to our travel happiness as where we ultimately decide to lay our heads. These are eight hotels where you can do both in style.

3: **THE DEWBERRY (CHARLESTON, S.C.)**

Retrophiles and romantics alike are swept up in the midcentury furniture and vintage signage of this 1965 hotel. The rooms are luxuriously retro with a modern flair, many stocked with spirits and local gourmet snacks. Low country meets French brasserie in Henrietta’s bistro downstairs, while Ryan Casey’s elegant cocktails flow in all of the hotel’s bars, including the the Living Room lobby bar. Stay tuned for a future rooftop bar, blessed with jaw-dropping views of Charleston.